Enclosed are copies of the materials provided at your local pipeline safety program. Please review these materials, share them with your staff and other departments in your agency. Please keep them for future reference.

2018 Pipeline Emergency Response Planning:

- **Emergency Response Manual** - Program and industry information for safe response
- **Pipeline Operator Pages** - Specific information for each pipeline company
- **Product Information Pages** - Pipeline products transported in your state
- **Emergency Response Agency Capabilities Survey** - It is critical the operators know the resources and abilities of every agency that could respond in the unlikely event of a pipeline incident.
  - Please complete the form and return via the postage paid envelope, or online at http://survey.pdigm.com/capabilities/pls/o/ox using the WebCode on the form.
  - *If you, or someone in your organization, have already completed the survey online there is no need to complete
- **Online Pipeline Safety Training Center**™ - Go to www.pipelinesafetyinfo.com/tc

If you are interested in meeting with local pipeline and distribution companies, please do not hesitate to contact them or contact Paradigm’s office to arrange a meeting or conference call.

---

The local Pipeline Operators and Distribution Companies of Pennsylvania are committed to protecting the public and emergency responders within their communities of operation. In 2018, they provided complimentary “Emergency Responder Training Programs” throughout Pennsylvania.

The objective of the program was to educate and pre-plan for a pipeline incident. During the Coordinate Response Exercise first responders met with their local pipeline and gas distribution companies and participated in a discussion based, simulated product release exercise.

Program goals:

- Learn, Acquaint, Identify and Plan with first responders.
- Provide first-hand knowledge during the simulated product release discussion.
- Discuss how first responders may safely react to a pipeline emergency and share situational responsibilities.

The complimentary Emergency Responder Training Programs will be held again in 2019. Please watch for an invitation or you can check our website for upcoming programs at http://pa.pipeline-awareness.com. Please feel free to write or call with any questions.

Thank you again for your commitment to pipeline safety!

Sincerely,

Steve Roberts
Paradigm Liaison Services, LLC
1-877-477-1162

Enclosures